
Crime Report For Post ‘Covid’ Jab Deaths and Harms 
 

 
As of April 2022 the MHRA confirmed 1,012 Manx residents have been harmed post ‘Covid’ jabs (for 
postcodes IM1 - IM9). This is an underreported figure as some, also post ‘Covid’ jab, have died. 
 
To date, though hard to fathom, no one on the Isle of Man has been autopsied and found to have died 
from ‘Covid’. Any official claimant citing ‘Covid’ death is guilty of a criminal act - (done for profit). 
 
This crime report is being served by we the Manx people at a major crime scene, on: the Isle of Man. 
It may be accompanied by a two page ‘No Virus Mann’ v2 document dated 6/6/22, as a court record. 
 
Unapproved experimental ‘Covid’ jabs have and will continue to cause deaths, and harms, including: 
blood clots, strokes, accelerated cancers, detached retinas, period cessation, spontaneous abortions 
and infertility for both sexes. Pfizer trial documents listed 1,291 expected harms during their ‘trials’. 
 
 
 
Covid crime report demand, dated: ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
To police man / woman name: …………………………………………………………………………. collar number …….. 
 
Name and surname of deceased / harmed: ………………….……………..…………………………………………………… 
 
Witness one, name: ………………….……………..……………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
Witness two, name: ………………….……………..……………………………………………………………………………………... 
 
 
 
Justice For Jabbed is an initiative by the people to investigate what Christine Anderson, MEP, states: 
“this vaccine campaign will go down as the biggest scandal in medical history and it will be known as 
the biggest crime ever committed on humanity”. Meanwhile, Manx MHK’s and MLC’s remain silent…  
 
Manx constabulary have repeatedly rejected crime requests regarding our potential nursing home 
midazolam murders, remdesivir ‘assisted’ ventilator deaths at Noble’s hospital, and mass ‘Covid’ jab 
harms. In August 2021 over 600 pages of crimes evidence was supplied to Manx police constables. 
Manx police threatened to destroy this evidence if it was not retrieved in December 2021, which was 
done reluctantly. This detailed evidence will now form part of a future public inquest - not a public 
‘enquiry’ as is ‘normal’ legal practice. Any BAR accredited lawyers must now act for we the people.  
 
 
 

Public Inquest demand - our terms of reference by we the Manx people 
 

1) Proof anyone died of: i) precise ‘Covid’ symptoms, ii) from isolated and purified ‘SARS virus’ 
 

2) Proof everyone received: i) vaccines with their contents as labelled, ii) a proven safe vaccine  
 

3) Number of deaths in: i) 2020 ‘Covid’ pandemic year, ii) the 2021, post jab, all deaths analysis 
 

 
 

see: https://justiceforjabbed.im/  or contact: courtenay@manx.net  +44 (0) 7624 424 455  
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